
Beard  Baus

1 Stubble
This style is preferred by many due 
to how easy it is to create and how 
great it looks.  This is also known 
as the “five o’clock” shadow.

For some, this can be grown in
one day, for others, it can take a 
few more.  The perfect length is 
around 3 to 5 mm.  A trimmer is 
required for this style.

Styling and Maintenance Guide

A hair trimmer is required to keep this style.  Simply set to the desired 
size of 3 to 5 and trim all around.

Stray hairs that the trimmer does not catch can be clipped with scissors.

Shaving hairs above the cheeks, below the chin, and around the neck is 
recommended.  This will give a cleaner appearance and the illusion of a 
defined jawline.

You can clean up every 3 to 4 days with trimmer and scissors.  



1 Full Beard Classic Short
This is one of the easiest beard 
styles to acheive.  It is preferred by 
most men who like to have a beard
but do not want to overly maintain 
it.
I, the writer of this ebook, keep my 
beard like this.  Haven’t shaved it 
off for several years!

Styling and Maintenance Guide
Like the stubble, this style requires a trimmer & scissors.

Let your beard grow on for 1 to 2 weeks, depending on how fast you grow your 
facial hair.  Once it is past 12mm, it is time to trim and shape!  While growing it 
out, be sure to use our beard oil, shampoo, and balm to keep your hair strong and 
healthy.  Untamed beard hairs can cause irritation, if you are not use to them.

You’ll have to trim multiple times with the trimmer.  See which sizes work best 
for you.  For myself, I will start with 10mm and trim my beard all around.  Near 
the chin and neck area, you may need to go down to 8mm. 

Reduce your setting by 2 to 3mm and trim above the lines shown on the image 
above.  This will blend in that area giving a cleaner look.  The mustache and chin 
area may require going down an additional 1 or 2mm on your trimmer.

Use scissors to clearn up your mustache area.  Line up mustache with upper lip.

Chin area can be left as desired.  I would advise more hair than shown in the 
image.



Full Beard Classic Long
If done right, this beard style can give your a 
fresh new look.  Not only does it make your 
face look angled, it also makes lessons the 
appearance of baby cheeks.

Styling and Maintenance Guide
Before reading on, do note that not everyone will be blessed with the genetics to grow hair to 
match this beard.  Usually, you will need to let your beard grow for about a month before you can 
try to groom your beard like this.  During the grow period, be sure to use our oil, balm, and 
shampoo to help keep your hair healthy.

Once your beard is grown to a good length, it is time to tame the beast!  Use our brush to brush 
down and towards following the shape of your face.  Use balm as needed to tame wild hairs.

Use our shaping tool and a trimmer or blade to line up around the cheek bone.  Be sure to brush 
down before you do any clean up!  Use the beard balm to get the the shape and style like the 
image above.

Once shape is as desired, used scissors to trim wild hairs poking about.   With some practice and 
good beard genetics, you beard should look as majestic as the model’s above.

For maintenance, use scissors and a blade to keep the beard in check.  Trim around the existing 
shape often.  Once the beard gets too long, it is hard to shape it properly.



Ducktail Majestic
The great ducktail!  If you go the 
genetics to grow this style, you are 
in truley blessed!  You can get cre-
ative shaping it or let it be free 
with the wild appearance.  With 
minimal effort and some practice, 
you can rock this look.

Styling and Maintenance Guide

This beard will take some time to grow.  Up to a month or more.  As its 
growing, be sure to gently pull with your hand in the direction you want 
it to grow.  Use beard balm to keep it tamed or let it be wild.  Keep it 
oiled with our beard oil.  It is crucial to properly care for the beard to 
make sure it the hairs are healthy.  If done right, your baby face will 
transform into the almighty Zeus.

To maintain, simply use our scissors to trim as need to create a symmet-
rical appearance.  It is crucial to use beard oil to mould the central point 
of the beard.



Garibaldi Caveman
Originating in italy, this look is 
simply a long thick beard.  Hard to 
acheive by most men and even 
harder to maintain.  

Start with a ducktail majestic and 
let it grow wildly long.  

Styling and Maintenance Guide

Work towards the ducktail majestic and keep on grooving until it reaches 
the desired length.  Use beard oil, balm, and shampoo to keep your hair 
healthy and thick.  

Usually, the cheek and mustache areas are trimmed down but we prefer it  
long and wild.  Style your beard as you like with the scissors.  Use a 
blade to clean up around the cheak and nose area.

As for the length, that is up to you.  The longer it gets, the more the 
chances of you tripping on it.

To maintain, use beard oil often to keep the hairs healthy.  Use balm to 
tame as needed.  Shampoo a few times a week.



These are our top 5 favorite beard styles.  There are many other varia-
tions of these styles.  At the end of the day, it is up to you to figure out 
what works best for your face.  Don’t be afraid to try new things.  Yes, 
you’ll mess up and you’ll have to do a clean trim.  Yes, you’ll look weird 
for a short while.  But, hair grows back.  Venture out to new styles and 
try new things.  You’ll be surprised as to which beard styles you can 
rock.

There are tons of other styles with slight variations on the web.   Find the 
ones you like, copy them, and master them.  Men can’t use make-up to 
transform their looks - but we sure as hell can groom ourselves to perfec-
tion!



Below are images of the same person with different beard styles.  Crazy, 
right?? Each style creates a different personality! So again, be sure to 
experiment.  Not everything will look good on you, choose the best 
styles.


